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11.1 INTRODUCTION
Video object segmentation is to extract moving and static objects from consecutive video
frames. It is a prerequisite for visual content retrieval (e.g., MPEG-7 related schemes), object-
based compression and coding (e.g., MPEG-4 codecs), object recognition, object tracking,
security video surveillance, traffic monitoring for law enforcement, and many other
applications.
There are various techniques for video object segmentation, and the faster video
object segmentation techniques are based on the change detection approach (with and without
preprocessing to cater for global motion) followed by further post-processing. Furthermore,
for fast moving object segmentation, there are three main approaches to achieve: Temporal
differencing (two frame or three frames) [1], background subtraction [2,3] and optical flow
[4] Temporal differencing is very adaptive to dynamic environments. However, generally
does a poor job for extracting all relevant feature pixels [3] On other hand one can say that
Background Subtraction Algorithm (BSA) can provide more reliable information about the
moving object but so sensitive to the dynamic changes like lightening. Optical flow can
detect the MO from background but the problem is that most of the computational methods
are complex. The BSA technique which is employed in this project provide complete feature
for data but it is extremely sensitive to dynamic changes like lightening and other outdoor
events.
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